Dear Continental Confederations, dear National Federations, dear organisers,

The Coronavirus pandemic that has hit the entire world in 2020 is still affecting most of the regions of the world.

There are still major consequences for the 2021 cycling season which are impacting many of our organisers during this difficult period.

It goes without saying that we want to stay optimistic and are looking forward to returning to a full cycling calendar in 2022.

The UCI Sports Department sincerely thanks you again for your commitment to our sport by continuing to organise your event.

Looking to 2022, we pleased to send you the registration procedures for UCI international events which will enable us to prepare the different UCI international calendars for next season.

In this document you will find the registration procedure for international calendars for all disciplines.

We kindly ask you to respect the deadlines for submission of the completed registration forms. We are available to assist you should you have any questions or require more information.

Thank you in advance for your collaboration.

With our best regards.

Peter Van den Abeele
UCI Sports Director
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N.B.: The purpose of this document is to facilitate and standardise the entire UCI International calendar registration procedure, across all disciplines. Regulations are explained but not dealt with in a detailed, exhaustive manner. Always refer to the UCI Regulations as these rules prevail.
GENERALITIES CONCERNING ALL DISCIPLINES
THE REGISTRATION PROCEDURES FOR UCI INTERNATIONAL CALENDARS: STEP BY STEP

TO THE NATIONAL FEDERATIONS

1. **Study** this document carefully. It contains all the general and specific instructions for all cycling disciplines.

2. **Note** key dates and respect the deadlines which appear in the “Recap Diagram” hereafter.

3. **Delegate** disciplines specific instructions internally within your National Federation and make sure that the person in charge of the discipline in question is aware of this Registration Procedure.

---

**RECAP DIAGRAM ALL DISCIPLINES**

---

- **ROAD**
- **TRACK**
- **MOUNTAIN BIKE**
- **CYCLO-CROSS**
- **BMX RACING**
- **BMX FREESTYLE & FLATLAND**
- **TRIALS**
- **INDOOR CYCLING**
- **PARA-CYCLING ROAD**
- **PARA-CYCLING TRACK**
- **CYCLING FOR ALL**
4. **Contact** event organisers in your country and finalise together the registration form(s) of their event(s).

5. **Check and approve digitally** the information on the registration forms.

6. **Send** all the digitally approved registration forms (no scan) by e-mail to the UCI Sports Department within the imposed deadlines.

7. **Verify** the registration of your events on the calendars published on the UCI website once they have been approved by the UCI Management Committee.
GENERALITIES CONCERNING ALL DISCIPLINES

WHO DOES IT CONCERN?

This document is intended to help Continental Confederations, National Federations and organisers with the registration of the following season’s events on the international calendars, for all disciplines:

- ROAD 2022 calendar
- TRACK 2021-2022 calendar
- MOUNTAIN BIKE 2022 calendar
- CYCLO-CROSS 2022-2023 calendar
- BMX 2022 calendar
- BMX FREESTYLE & FLATLAND 2022 calendar
- TRIALS 2022 calendar
- INDOOR CYCLING 2022 calendar
- PARA-CYCLING ROAD 2022 calendar
- PARA-CYCLING TRACK 2022-2023 calendar
- CYCLING FOR ALL 2022 calendar

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE?

In line with Articles 1.2.001 and the articles that follow of the UCI Regulations, each year organisers shall apply to their respective National Federations to have their races included on the world or continental calendar. (Article 1.2.006) With the exception of UCI WorldTour events, the world and continental calendars are determined by the UCI Management Committee on the advice of the Continental Confederations for the competitions which concern them (Article 1.2.005).

To be able to be registered on the UCI International Road Calendar, a race must guarantee the participation of at least 10 teams, among which 5 foreign teams (Article 2.1.003). A mixed team is regarded as a foreign team if the majority of its riders are of foreign nationality. (Article 2.1.004).

The organiser of Cyclo-cross, Mountain Bike, BMX, BMX Freestyle events on a national calendar in which riders of three or more foreign federations participated (two foreign federations for a Track, a Trials or an Indoor Cycling event), must request the inclusion of the next edition of his event on the international calendar. The event shall not be included on the national calendar, unless its request for inclusion on the international calendar is rejected.

The organiser of a Para-cycling event on a national calendar in which riders of many foreign federations participated, as per Article 16.18.003, must request the inclusion of the next edition of his event on the international calendar. Organisers of CI events must guarantee the minimum number of nations as per Article 16.18.003, the event will be downgraded to C2 the following year.

Regarding Road, Mountain Bike, BMX, Trials, Indoor Cycling, Road Para-cycling and Cycling for All, National Federations shall send applications for registration to the UCI with a copy to their Continental Confederation no later than the last Friday of July of the year preceding that for which registration is required.

The application of the National Federations must be filed according to the instructions given by the UCI administration and confirms the organiser’s commitment to adhere to the UCI Constitution and Regulations.

If an event is raced through several countries, it shall only be included on the calendar with the agreement of the federation of each country concerned. (Article 1.2.006).
In spring each year, this calendar registration procedure is sent to all National Federations and Continental Confederations per email with a hyperlink to download this document. An email is also sent to organisers who held events the previous year. In this email, there is a hyperlink to this document which is to be downloaded together with a pre-filled event specific registration form in attachment. For road events, the UCI draws up a draft calendar in collaboration with the National Federations and Continental Confederations and organisers receive the pre-filled registration form of their event at the end of this consultation period, by 1 July at the latest.

Organisers who held events the previous year must check, complete and approve the pre-filled form for their event(s) and send it by email to their National Federation in order to confirm the registration. In the case of a new organiser, they must contact the National Federation of the country/-ies in which the race takes place.

No later than the last Friday of July (Road, Mountain Bike, BMX / BMX Freestyle, Trials, Indoor Cycling, Para-cycling Road, and Cycling for All) or December 15th (Track, Para-cycling Track and Cyclo-cross), the National Federations send every completed and approved registration form to the UCI by email adding the Continental Confederation in copy. Information about this procedure is detailed in the next section of this document. Registration forms sent directly by an organiser to the UCI, without going through the National Federation, are not accepted. Only National Federations are entitled to process registration forms.

The Commission of the discipline in question and/or the working group in question consider/s registration requests and draws up a calendar for the upcoming season.

The calendar for the following year will be presented to the UCI Management Committee for approval.

Once approved, the calendar will be published on the UCI website the first working day following the UCI Management Committee meeting. In order to simplify the procedure, an individual answer will not be sent to each National Federation or organiser.
HOW TO FILL IN THE REGISTRATION FORM

THE ORGANISER

EXISTING EVENTS

For each of their events, the organiser receives a pre-filled form in PDF containing specific information about the event as it appears on the draft calendar (available hereunder in this document). The organiser can make any necessary changes directly in the pre-filled PDF file. It must then be sent by email, in its electronic format, to the National Federation for approval.

NAME

In the event of any name change, the organiser must mention the name requested in the box provided.

DATES

The draft calendars are included here under for information only. Appearing on a draft calendar does not mean that the race is registered on the UCI calendar. Organisers must confirm the registration of their race by returning the required registration form to their National Federation.

Any requests for a change of date may be submitted to the UCI via National Federations. A justification letter must accompany these requests.

If necessary, the UCI reserves the right to change the dates in order to avoid any competition between races which may be unfavourable to cycling.

NEW EVENTS

For registration of new events, extra forms can be obtained from the National Federation. Hyperlinks to blank registration forms for each of the disciplines can be found in the corresponding sections of this document. In accordance with the regulations, when registering a new race a file must be submitted (Article 1.2.009 hereafter). For road, this must reach the UCI at the latest on 30th July (3 months prior to the Management Committee meeting) of the year before the first edition of the race, and for other disciplines at the latest on the same registration deadline set in Article 1.2.006. Nonetheless, the organiser is obliged to announce beforehand its intention to register a new race to its National Federation who will send the organiser a blank registration form to fill in and return to their National Federation.

1.2.009

The first time a race is submitted for inclusion on the international calendar, the organiser shall submit documentation including at least the following information:

- type of race (discipline, speciality, format);
- description of the course including total length (in km) and, where applicable, that of stages and circuits;
- the type and number of participating teams and/or riders’ categories wanted;
- financial aspects (prizes, travel and subsistence expenses);
- references concerning organisation.

For the road, the documentation must be submitted to the UCI no later than three months before the meeting of the Management Committee at which the calendar in question finalised (in general, June 25th). For the other disciplines, the documentation must be submitted to the UCI at the latest on the same registration deadline settled in Article 1.2.006 for the other disciplines.
VALIDATION

By filing its application, the organiser commits to respect the UCI Constitution and Regulations (Article 1.2.006). The organiser attests to the information on the form by writing his name and the date at the bottom left of the form.

We remind you that each registration must be approved by the National Federation, which will send the information by email to the UCI no later than the dates set in Article 1.2.006.

Only the electronic registration forms can be used (no scan).

Registration requests which are not in compliance with the above-mentioned requirements, will be sent back to the National Federation concerned.

We draw your attention to the fact that according to Article 1.2.012 of the UCI rules one of the requirements for registering an event on the International Calendar is the payment of the invoices concerning the previous year’s events (calendar fee) and any other financial obligation with the UCI.

DEADLINE

The deadline for sending registration forms back to your National Federation by email is at the latest 2 weeks before the deadlines settled in Article 1.2.006 of the Regulations, which are:

- Last Friday of July: ROAD, MOUNTAIN BIKE, BMX, BMX FREESTYLE & FLATLAND, TRIALS, INDOOR CYCLING, PARA-CYCLING ROAD, CYCLING FOR ALL
- December 15th: TRACK, CYCLO-CROSS, PARA-CYCLING TRACK.

To ensure the UCI Sports Department can submit the UCI international calendars to the UCI Management Committee, we ask you to respect these deadlines.
EXISTING EVENTS
The organisers of events featured on the UCI draft calendar have received a pre-filled PDF file containing specific information concerning their event(s). The organisers have been asked to fill in and return the PDF file electronically to you no later than 2 weeks before the dates set in Article 1.2.006 of the regulations so that you can send, all the registration forms of the events you wish to register to the UCI Sports Department within the deadlines.

NEW EVENTS
The National Federation has access to blank forms to be sent to the organisers who announce their intention to register a new race on the UCI international calendar. You will find hyperlinks to the blank forms for each discipline in the relevant sections further on in this document.

In accordance with the regulations, when registering a new race a file must be submitted (Article 1.2.009 hereafter). For road, this must reach the UCI at the latest on 30th July of the year before the first edition of the race, and for other disciplines at the latest on the same registration deadline set in Article 1.2.006.

VALIDATION
The National Federation checks the amended PDF file, approves it electronically directly in the PDF file using the box “Approval of the National Federation” and returns it to the UCI Sports Department by email, with the Continental Confederation in copy.

DEADLINE
The National Federation requests the registration of the events by sending the registration forms received from organisers by email to the UCI Sports Department within the deadlines stated in Article 1.2.006:

Last Friday of July: ROAD, MOUNTAIN BIKE, BMX, BMX FREESTYLE & FLATLAND, TRIALS, INDOOR CYCLING, PARA-CYCLING ROAD, CYCLING FOR ALL
December 15th: TRACK, CYCLO-CROSS, PARA-CYCLING TRACK
WHAT ARE THE COSTS?

UCI FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

The UCI establishes, for each calendar and each class of race, a range of calendar fees as well as participation allowances and prize money. These amounts are described in the UCI Financial Obligations.

You will find hyperlinks to the UCI financial obligations for each discipline in the relevant sections later on in this document.

ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

The amounts of calendar fees and prizes will be adapted based on the economic situation of the country. Therefore, reference should always be made to the coefficients of the Economic Classification of the countries. This Classification could be reviewed during the year.

RIGHT TO REGISTER

The registration fee of every event is subdivided into 2 parts:

1. UCI Calendar Fee

In compliance with Article 1.2.012, the inclusion of a race on the UCI international calendar shall be subject to the payment of a fee, called the calendar fee, the amount of which shall be set annually by the UCI Management Committee.

This fee includes allowances (expenses and travel) for officials (International Commissaires and Doping Control Officers) appointed by the UCI and enrolment fee for each race on the international calendar. The accommodation expenses (room + breakfast) remain payable by each organiser. The total amount of these fees must be paid in Euros, within the deadlines described in the Article 1.2.012. The UCI reserves the right to remove the race from the international calendar at any moment prior to the event should the calendar fee remain unpaid.

PAYMENT:

→ The total amount of the fee must be paid by the organiser to the UCI upon reception of an invoice from the UCI. Invoices are sent 90 days before an event, or upon approval of the race in the calendar, whichever is later.

2. Annual Anti-Doping Contribution

→ The annual anti-doping contribution can be found in the UCI Financial Obligations published on the UCI Website at this link.
REGISTRATION REFUSAL

The inclusion of the race on the calendar shall be refused if the previous year’s fee as well as the penalty, have not been paid one month prior to the meeting of the Management Committee at which the calendar in question is approved. Furthermore, a race registration shall be refused if the enrolment fees for previous races have not been paid or if the organiser does not honour its financial obligations with the UCI. This measure also applies to the new organiser of the race and, in general, to the organiser and/or race that the UCI Management Committee considers to be the successor of another organiser or another race. (Article 1.2.012).

INVITATION - ENROLMENT

In accordance with Article 1.2.048, without prejudice to the provision concerning Mountain Bike, BMX, Indoor Cycling, Para-cycling, Cycling for All, Track and the Masters category, organisers of events registered on the international calendar are not allowed to demand from riders and/or teams any participation fee whatsoever (contribution to expenses, registration fees, etc).

OTHER ITEMS

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

As stated in Article 1.2.029, National Road Championships shall be raced during the last week of the month of June. However, the UCI Management Committee can decide to move this week back or forward due to major events (e.g. the Olympic Games).

- National Cyclo-cross Championships shall be run on the date approved by the Management Committee.
- National Mountain Bike Championships shall be run on the 29th weekend of the year. For 2021, due to the new date of the Olympic Games, we have moved the mandatory date a week earlier.
- National BMX Championships shall be run on the first weekend of July.
- National Trials Championships shall be run on the last weekend of June.
- National Indoor Cycling Championships should take place in principle 4 weeks before the UCI World Championships.

The UCI may grant dispensations for the southern hemisphere or in cases of force majeure. It is highly advised not to register any other race during those periods. You will find hyperlinks to the registration forms for the National Championships for each discipline in the relevant sections later on in this document.
CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Continental Confederations must send the registration form to the organiser chosen for the organisation of the Continental Championships. The organiser must return this form to the Continental Confederation duly filled in and signed electronically. The Confederation approves the information by signing the form electronically and sending it to the UCI Sports Department no later than June 1st for all the disciplines. You can find hyperlinks to the registration forms for the Continental Championships for each discipline in the relevant sections later on in this document. For Track, the Continental Championships shall be organised at the latest during Week 3 before the Elite World Championships of the season.

DATE CHANGES

Any change to the date of an event included on the UCI international calendar shall be subject to prior authorisation by the UCI or, for a UCI WorldTour event, the Professional Cycling Council at the request of the National Federation of the organiser. If there is a change of date or if an event is cancelled, the organiser shall be liable for a fine or an additional fee, the amount of which shall be set each year by the UCI Management Committee (Article 1.2.014).

CLASSIFICATIONS AND CUPS

Please note that, according to Article 1.2.026, National Federations, their affiliates and licence holders and, in general, all bodies answerable to them shall be barred from participating actively or passively in any individual or team classification based on the races on the UCI international calendar other than those drawn up or expressly authorised by the UCI. Events conducted by an organiser who fail to comply with the preceding paragraph shall be deleted from the international calendar for the following year. For Mountain Bike and Cyclo-cross, a “Cup-Series” will be comprised of no more than eight rounds.
SPONSORS - GENERAL RULE

To ensure the integrity and image of cycling, the UCI has identified several categories of sponsors with whom stakeholders, including organisers, may not be associated (directly or indirectly). Thus, Article 1.1.089 of the UCI Regulations provides that:

“Without prejudice of the applicable law, no brand of tobacco, spirits, pornographic bis products or any other products that might damage the image of the UCI or the sport of cycling in general shall be associated directly or indirectly with a licence-holder, a UCI team or a national or international cycling competition.

As defined in the present article, a spirit is a beverage with a content in alcohol of 15% or more.”

In addition, Article 1.1.090 of the UCI Regulations lays down certain conditions in relation to sponsorship by betting companies (including national lotteries). These conditions protect the integrity of cycling by reducing the risk of collusion and ensuring that visibility on cycling events is exclusively granted to betting operators whose activity does not cause a risk to the integrity of the sport.

The organiser seeking sponsorship by a betting company shall provide documentation establishing compliance with the conditions laid down in Article 1.1.090 of the UCI Regulations with its request for registration before the UCI (the same applies in case the sponsorship is considered after the registration has been confirmed). We invite you to read this article carefully and remain at disposal.

FORBIDDEN RACES

Article 1.2.019

No licence holder may participate in an event that has not been included on a national, continental or world calendar or that has not been recognised by a National Federation, a Continental Confederation or the UCI.

Depending on the circumstances, a National Federation and the UCI may grant special exceptions for particular races or events run in its own country. Particular races or events may consist of:

- Events organised occasionally only and which do not belong to the organised sports movement;
- Events whose format is not covered by the UCI regulations.

Any National Federation intending to grant a special exception must submit its reasoned request to the UCI administration at the beginning of the season and at least two months before the event in question. The decision of the UCI is final and shall not be subject to appeal.
# Specific Instructions for the UCI International Road Calendars

## Summary Table of Races

The following table features the type of UCI international Road calendars and classes of races that belong to them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes of Races</th>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UCI WorldTour Calendar Men Elite</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One day UCI WorldTour</td>
<td>ME 1.UWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage UCI WorldTour</td>
<td>ME 2.UWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continental Circuits Calendars Men Elite &amp; Under 23: Africa, America, Asia, Europe, Oceania Tours</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Day UCI ProSeries</td>
<td>ME 1.Pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage UCI ProSeries</td>
<td>ME 2.Pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Day Class 1</td>
<td>ME 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Class 1</td>
<td>ME 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Day Class 2</td>
<td>ME 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Class 2</td>
<td>ME 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Day UCI Under 23 Nations’ Cup (a)</td>
<td>MU 1.Ncup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage UCI Under 23 Nations’ Cup (a)</td>
<td>MU 2.Ncup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Day Under 23 Class 2 (a)</td>
<td>MU 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Under 23 Class 2 (a)</td>
<td>MU 2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Races reserved for Under 23 riders

| **World Calendar Women Elite** | |
| One-Day UCI Women’s WorldTour | WE 1.WWT |
| Stage UCI Women’s WorldTour | WE 2.WWT |
| One-Day UCI ProSeries | WE 1.Pro |
| Stage UCI ProSeries | WE 2.Pro |
| One-Day Class 1 | WE 1.1 |
| Stage Class 1 | WE 1.2 |
| One-Day Class 2 | WE 2.1 |
| Stage Class 2 | WE 2.2 |
| One-Day Under 23 Class 2 (a) | WU 1.2 |
| Stage Under 23 Class 2 (a) | WU 2.2 |

(a) Races reserved for Under 23 riders

| **World Calendar Men Junior** | |
| One-Day UCI Men Junior Nations’ Cup | MJ 1.Ncup |
| Stage UCI Men Junior Nations’ Cup | MJ 2.Ncup |
| One-Day Class 1 | MJ 1.1 |
| Stage Class 1 | MJ 2.1 |

| **World Calendar Women Junior** | |
| One-Day UCI Women Junior Nations’ Cup | WJ 1.Ncup |
| Stage UCI Women Junior Nations’ Cup | WJ 2.Ncup |
| One-Day Class 1 | WJ 1.1 |
| Stage Class | WJ 2.1 |
CLASSIFICATION AND REFUSAL OF THE REGISTRATION OF AN EVENT ON THE UCI INTERNATIONAL CALENDAR

The UCI Management Committee and UCI Road Commission reserve the right to change the classification of races or to refuse the registration of events based on the level of participation, the quality of the organisation of races, the compliance with the UCI Regulations and Financial Obligations. The final approval for the calendar will be given at the UCI Management Committee meeting taking place in September.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR ROAD?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

Following is a hyperlink to the Road financial obligations for 2021 with the amounts regarding calendar fees, the anti-doping contribution, participation allowances, prize money and additional fees in case of a late registration or a date change during the season.

ROAD REGISTRATION FORMS

Each form must include only one race, even if several races open to different categories take place on the same day at the same venue.

EXISTING EVENTS IN 2021

For each of its events, the organiser receives a pre-filled form in PDF with specific information about the event as it appears on the draft calendar available in this document. The organiser must verify and complete the form electronically and return it to its National Federation within the deadline fixed by the UCI.

NEW EVENTS

For registration of new events, a blank registration form can be obtained from the National Federation. The organiser must verify and complete the form electronically and return it to its National Federation within the deadline fixed by the UCI.

For National Federations, a blank registration form, identical for all Road events, is available for download on this link. It is to be used exclusively for the registration of new events.

EVENTS OF THE BEGINNING OF THE SEASON (i.e. between the 1st November and the 31 December 2021)

The date limit to return the registration form for the events of the beginning of the season, to the UCI is 15 May 2021. The registration of these specific events will submitted for approval at the UCI Management Committee meeting taking place in June.
UCI DRAFT CALENDARS

DATES: UCI DRAFT CALENDARS
The UCI draws up draft calendars in collaboration with the National Federations and Continental Confederations. They will be available for organisers on this link by 1 July 2021 at the latest.

UCI WORLDTOUR CALENDAR

The calendar of UCI WorldTour events is drawn up by the Professional Cycling Council, in line with the provisions concerning the UCI WorldTour in Part II, section XV. (Article 1.2.005). It has a separate and proper registration procedure and is published in June.

UCI WOMEN’S WORLDTOUR CALENDAR

This calendar has a separate and proper registration procedure and is published in June.
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR
UCI UNDER 23, MEN JUNIOR NATIONS’ CUPS
AND WOMEN JUNIOR NATIONS’ CUP

For organisers of UCI Under 23, Men Junior Nations’ Cups and Women Junior Nations’ Cup, please consider the specific instructions detailed hereafter.

ORGANISERS’ MAIN OBLIGATIONS

1. SEND BID FILE BY 30 JULY 2021

New candidates who wish to obtain the UCI Nations’ Cup label in 2022, must submit a candidature file to the UCI Sports Department through the National Federation.

The following points must be mentioned in the bid file:

- Full contact details of the organiser
- References of the organiser
- Dates requested
- Race schedule
- Accessibility to the start of the race (motorway network, airport, stations...)
- Circuit:
  - Map, profile, distance, length of the circuit, description of roads used, according to the UCI rules.
  - If the course is not defined yet, please provide information about the type of stages considered (mountain stages, time trial stages), as well as the average distance desired.
- Media plan, TV coverage
- Installations available (for teams, press, public)
- Accommodation
- Provisional budget
- Letter supporting the application.

This application request for the organisation of a UCI Nations’ Cup round must be sent to the UCI no later than 30 July 2021. Only complete files which reach the UCI within the stipulated deadline will be considered.

This applies only for new candidates. Organisers having already obtained the label in 2021 are not required to send a candidature file.

2. BID EXPENSES FOR THE NEW REQUESTS

We remind you that new candidates who submit a file for a UCI Nations’ Cup event shall pay a candidature fee of EUR 500. This amount shall in particular cover the costs of the visits made by UCI representatives as well as the costs of evaluating and processing the bid. If the bid is postponed to another year, the costs shall not be paid again. They shall be retained if the bid is rejected. The Organising Committee must cover accommodation and subsistence expenses of the UCI representative during the visit.

Only the files whose bid expenses are paid to the UCI will be considered. Upon payment, indicate the name of the race and “UCI Nations’ Cup”.

3. SENDING OF THE REGISTRATION FORM

New candidates as well as organisers having already obtained the label in 2020 are required to send, via the National Federation, the registration form of his event no later than by 30th July 2021.
CALENDAR

If races from other continents than Europe bid, their dates will be determined on a case by case basis.

When making its choice, the UCI will take into consideration other stage races on the UCI calendar which will be held near the time and in the same region, with the aim of reducing the expenses for teams.

Nevertheless, there must be at least one day between the UCI Nations’ Cup race and the above-mentioned races.

DRAFT CALENDARS

The UCI draws up draft calendars in collaboration with the National Federations. They will be available for organisers on this link by 1 July 2021 at the latest.

ORGANISERS’ RIGHTS

- All marketing and sponsorship rights for the title and format of the UCI Nations’ Cup are the exclusive property of the UCI. The UCI grants the organiser the marketing and sponsorship rights for its race, apart from the rights for the “presenting sponsor” for the UCI Nations’ Cup series, which remain the property of the UCI.

- The UCI is the exclusive owner of worldwide broadcasting rights for the event in the widest sense of the term (including without limitation radio, television, the internet, telephone, wireless and any and all existing or future multimedia rights). The UCI will assign these rights to the organiser.

- Use of the UCI Nations’ Cup label according to the UCI Visual Identity Guidelines, that are available on this link.

IDENTITY OF THE EVENT

Respect of the visual guidelines of the UCI Nations’ Cup on the race infrastructure: finish/start arch, podium, flash interview. The visual guidelines of the UCI Nations’ Cup are available on this link.

The organiser promises to respect the obligations mentioned if his race is selected for the 2022 UCI Nations’ Cup.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE UCI

- UCI Nations’ Cup label
- General co-ordination of the UCI Nations’ Cup
- General press service
- A distinctive emblem for riders from the leading nation of the UCI Nations’ Cup
- Trophy for the first nation of the final ranking of the UCI Nations’ Cup
- Award ceremony for end of season prizes
- Worldwide promotion of UCI Nations’ Cup

AWARDING PROCEDURE

The UCI Nations’ Cup events are selected by the UCI Road Commission. Only a limited number of organisers obtain the Nations’ Cup label. The UCI Management Committee will proceed with the awarding of races at its meeting in September 2021.
OTHER EVENTS

ROAD CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS AND CONTINENTAL GAMES

REGISTRATION FORM
For the Continental Confederations, a blank registration form, specifically for Road Continental Championships, as well as Continental Games, is available for download by clicking on this link. The electronic completed form is to be returned to the UCI by 1st June 2021.

ROAD NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM
The National Federations receive a pre-filled registration form of their national championships, to verify and fill in where necessary. National Federations who did not register their national championships to the 2021 UCI calendar shall fill in the blank registration form available on this link. The electronic completed form is to be returned to the UCI 30th July 2021.
OTHER ROAD CALENDARS

In addition to the UCI International Calendar other calendars are recognised by the UCI but do not deliver any UCI points.

REGIONAL GAMES

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

A UCI International Commissaire is appointed to the events included on the calendar of the regional games. These events are subject to the payment of a calendar fee.

DEADLINE

National Federations who wish to register regional games with the UCI shall submit the specific registration form for the regional games available on this link to the UCI no later than by 30th July 2021.

CRITERIUMS

For Criteriums, please refer to Part 2 chapter VII of the UCI Regulations.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

This calendar is the responsibility of the federations and is reserved for events raced on a circuit of less than 10 kms. Organisers whose criterium is not included on this calendar may not invite riders from a team registered with the UCI or allow them to ride. In addition, to allow the participation of a rider registered with a UCI WorldTeam, UCI Women's WorldTeam or UCI ProTeam, Criterium events must pay, as per art. 2.7.005bis, a registration fee of € 1000 (Men Elite Criterium) or € 500 (Women Elite Criterium).

DEADLINE AND CRITERIUM REGISTRATION FORM

The organiser receive a pre-filled registration form of its event (as per the information of its last edition), that it must verify or fill in and return it to the UCI via its National Federation by 30th July 2021. If it is a first year registration on the UCI calendar, a blank registration form can be provided by the National Federation. The UCI ask the organiser and National Federations to pay a particular attention in selecting the relevant Class in the registration form.

OTHER RACES

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

Events that have a format that does not comply with the UCI Regulations in Part 2 Chapters III to VII may submit their registration as “other races” (art. 2.9.001 and following). These events can still be registered on the UCI International Calendar provided that they observe a certain number of conditions and other provisions of the UCI Regulations. They benefit of a registration as a Class 1 or Class 2, as per the categories below.

One-day event (with special format) : 1.1S or 1.2S
Stage event (with special format) : 2.1S or 2.2S

REGISTRATION FORM «OTHER RACES»

The specific blank registration form for other races can be provided by the National Federation. The registration form as well as an additional document where are defined the considered rules regarding sporting aspects must be returned to the UCI, via the National Federation, by 30th July 2021.
SPECIFICITIES FOR 2021-2022 TRACK
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL TRACK CALENDARS

Track UCI registration deadline has been moved in accordance with the new timeline of the UCI Track season. 2021-2022 registration forms have been sent in March 2021 with a new registration deadline in accordance with UCI art. 1.2.006, on May 1st 2021.

2021-2022 late registrations are still possible for class 2 events or National Championships. Please contact your National federation to proceed to a registration.

2022-2023 Track UCI International Calendar Registration Procedure will be shared early 2022 with a registration deadline on May 1st, 2022.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE FOR UCI CALENDARS

SPECIFICITIES DISCIPLINE BY DISCIPLINE

MOUNTAIN BIKE

UCI SPORTS DEPARTMENT - APRIL 2021

SPECIFICITIES FOR MOUNTAIN BIKE
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE UCI INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN BIKE CALENDAR

CALENDAR

As stated in Article 4.1.011:
International Mountain Bike races are registered on the international calendar in accordance with the following classification:

Olympic Games (OG)
- No other international mountain bike event of cross-country (XC) or marathon series may be organised during the mountain bike competition of the Olympic Games.

World Championships (CM)
- No other International Mountain Bike event of the same format or marathon series may be organised during the UCI Mountain Bike World Championships.

World Cup (WC)
- No marathon series, Hors Class or Class 1 event of the same format may be organised on the same continent on the same day as a UCI Mountain Bike World Cup event.

The Continental Championships (CC) in a format may not be organised during a UCI Mountain Bike World Cup or marathon series event in the same format.

Masters World Championships (CMM)
- Continental Championships (CC)
  - No marathon series, Hors Class or Class 1 event of the same format may be organised on the same continent during the continental championships.

Stage races:
  - Hors Class (SHC);
  - Class 1 (S1);
  - Class 2 (S2).

No stage race may be organised during the Olympic Games, UCI Mountain Bike World Championships, UCI Mountain Bike World Cup events, marathon series events or Continental Championships (on the concerned continent).

One-day races:
  - Hors Class (HC);
  - Class 1 (C1);
  - Class 2 (C2);
  - Class 3 (C3).

UCI Mountain Bike Marathon Series races
- No hors class or class 1 event of marathon or stage race events may be organised on the same continent on the same day as a marathon series races. The continental championships (CC) of marathon may not be organised during a marathon series event on the same continent.
As stated in Article 4.1.001, the Mountain Bike discipline includes the following events comprising the format listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>ARTICLES AGE CATEGORY</th>
<th>ARTICLES RACE CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-country Olympic (XCO)</td>
<td>4.1.002 to 4.1.004</td>
<td>4.2.001 and 4.2.016 - 4.2.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-country stage race (XCS)</td>
<td>4.1.008</td>
<td>4.2.066 - 4.2.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-country eliminator (XCE)</td>
<td>4.1.005</td>
<td>4.2.010 - 4.2.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-country short track (XCC)</td>
<td>4.1.005</td>
<td>4.2.008 - 4.2.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-country marathon (XCM)</td>
<td>4.1.005</td>
<td>4.2.004 - 4.2.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downhill Individual (DHI)</td>
<td>4.1.006</td>
<td>4.3.001 - 4.3.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Cross (4X)</td>
<td>4.1.007</td>
<td>4.4.001 - 4.4.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enduro (END)</td>
<td>4.1.007bis</td>
<td>4.5.001 to 4.5.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mountain Bike (E-MTB)</td>
<td>4.8.002</td>
<td>4.8.001 to 4.8.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Track (PUM)</td>
<td>4.6.002</td>
<td>4.6.001 to 4.6.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Snow Bike (ALP)</td>
<td>4.7.002</td>
<td>4.7.001 - 4.7.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An event can include different formats (XCO/XCC/XCE/DHI/4X). All categories of one format must be registered in the same class (for example: all XCO categories in class 1 and all DHI categories in class 2 and XCE /XCC in class 3).

**CUPS / SERIES**

A written authorisation must be requested from the UCI for the organisation of “Cups/Series” as per Article 1.2.026 of the UCI Regulations.

A Mountain Bike “Cup/Series” will be comprised of no more than eight rounds.

**HORS CLASS EVENT**

A detailed technical guide for each HC event must be presented to the UCI during the calendar registration process (Article 4.1.011). You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

**NEW EVENT**

A new event may only be given class 2 or 3 status in its first year. A detailed technical guide for each new event must be presented to the UCI during the calendar registration process (Article 4.1.011). You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

**OTHER ITEMS**

**UCI ELITE MOUNTAIN BIKE TEAMS:**

Race entry fees for events on the international calendar are waived for any rider belonging to a UCI ELITE Mountain Bike Team (Article 4.1.011). This applies only to the format in which the team has ELITE status and does not apply to stage races, UCI MTB marathon series, eliminator and enduro events.

UCI ELITE Mountain Bike Teams lists can be found on the UCI website by clicking on this link.

**CROSS-COUNTRY OLYMPIC - XCO**

**“UNDER 23” CATEGORY**

Separate under 23 XCO hors class and class 1 events may be organised for men and women, in this case separate results must be submitted for both categories. During class 2 and class 3 XCO events under 23, men and women, will compete with the elite categories. As such no separate results must be submitted for the under 23 categories at class 2 and class 3 XCO events (Article 4.1.004).

If an organiser ticks on the registration form the “Under 23” category (men & women), make sure that the organiser really intends to organise a separate “Under 23” event with a separate points scale and prize money.

**UCI JUNIOR SERIES - XCO**

Applications to host a round of the UCI Junior Series will be accepted from any class HC or class 1 XCO event. The final selection of the rounds will be made by the UCI in conjunction with the relevant confederation. You can find more information on the UCI Junior Series by clicking on this link.

If you request a UCI Junior Series-XCO, tick the box in the registration form: “Request Junior Series”

**UCI JUNIOR EVENTS - XCO**

UCI XCO junior events approved by the national federation are included on the Mountain Bike International Calendar as junior category events. If you request a UCI XCO junior event, tick the category men juniors / women juniors on the registration form.
CROSS-COUNTRY STAGE RACES - XCS
Specifications on stage race can be found in Articles 4.2.066 to 4.2.080.

Article 4.2.071 will be applied as follows:

4.2.071 Duration and stages
Stage races are run over at least 4 days, with a maximum of nine days. Only one stage per day may be run.

In addition, the organiser of a stage race must implement one long distance stage that meet the minimum distance of a cross-country marathon event as per Article 4.2.004.

A detailed technical guide for each stage race must be presented to the UCI during the calendar registration process (Article 4.1.011). In the technical guide of stage race it must be clearly mentioned if riders compete in a team or individually. The specific regulations of the stage race must be sent with the technical guide. You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

CROSS-COUNTRY ELIMINATOR - XCE
Apart from XCE World Championships and XCE world cup, all other XCE events will be considered as class 3 events as follows:

Either as a race that is part of a XCO event:
- The registration fee will be an additional day to the XCO calendar fee as per the UCI financial obligations (per additional day: Group 1– 210 Euros).

Or a separate class 3 XCE event.

CROSS-COUNTRY SHORT CIRCUIT – XCC
Apart from XCC world championships, XCC continental championships and XCC national championships, all XCC events will be considered as class 3 events as follows:

Either as a race that is part of the XCO event:
- The registration fee will be an additional day to the XCO calendar fees as per the UCI financial obligations (per additional day: Group 1 - 210 Euros).

Or a separate class 3 XCC event.

CROSS-COUNTRY MARATHON - XCM
XCM events will be considered as class UCI Mountain Bike Marathon Series (SSR or SR), HC, Cl or C2 events.

UCI MOUNTAIN BIKE MARATHON SERIES - XCM
Specifications concerning the UCI Mountain Bike Marathon Series can be found under Articles 4.10.001 - 4.10.011.

A detailed technical guide for each UCI Mountain Bike Marathon Series event must be presented to the UCI during the calendar registration process (Article 4.1.011). You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

The number of UCI Mountain Bike Marathon Series events is limited to 8 events (6 XCM and 2 XCS) and will be assessed as per the evaluation document available by clicking on this link.

ENDURO - END
Specifications on Enduro can be found in 4.5.001 to 4.5.020. Enduro events will be considered as class 3 events. Price money is at the organiser’s discretion but must at least equal that of a class 3 event, and have parity between men and women.
E-MOUNTAIN BIKE - E-MTB
Specifications on E-MTB can be found in Articles 4.8.001 to 4.8.005. E-MTB events will be organised in the cross-country, cross-country marathon and enduro formats only and will be considered as class 3 events.

The characteristics and format of each event will be determined in the technical guide for each event. A technical guide must be presented to the UCI during the registration process. You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

PUMP TRACK - PUM
Specification on Pump Track can be found in Articles 4.6.001 to 4.6.016. Pump Track events will be considered as Class 3. A technical guide must be presented to the UCI during the registration process. You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

ALPINE SNOW BIKE - ALP
Specification on Alpine Snow Bike can be found in Articles 4.7.001 to 4.7.006. Alpine Snow Bike events will be considered as Class 3. A technical guide must be presented to the UCI during the registration process. You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

EVALUATION
The events registered on the international calendar will be evaluated on the basis set out in the evaluation document available by clicking on the this link.

ORGANISATION GUIDE
To help in the organisation of an event on the international calendar, we developed an guide which covers all essential aspects of designing, organising and promoting events. You can find the organisation guide on the following link.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR UCI MOUNTAIN BIKE WORLD CUP
A specific procedure is established by the UCI. Therefore, organisers interested in hosting a leg of the UCI Mountain Bike World Cup, should request the information from the following email address: offroad@uci.ch

DATES: MAJOR MOUNTAIN BIKE EVENTS DRAFT CALENDAR
You can find the major Mountain Bike events draft calendar by clicking on this link. The major Mountain Bike events draft calendar must be respected in order to avoid any date clashes according to Article 4.1.011 of the UCI Regulations.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR MOUNTAIN BIKE?
All events registered on the international calendar must respect the UCI financial obligations (in particular calendar fee, prize money) approved by the UCI Management Committee and published on the UCI website.

Please find a link to the UCI Mountain Bike financial obligations showing the amounts of calendar fees and prize money if the events include different classes, the calendar fee will be calculated based on the highest class.
MOUNTAIN BIKE REGISTRATION FORMS

EXISTING EVENTS IN 2021
For each of their events, the organiser will receive a pre-filled form in PDF with specific information about the event.

NEW EVENTS
For registration of new events, extra forms can be obtained from the National Federation. For the National Federations, a blank registration form, identical for all the Mountain Bike events, is available for download on this link, to be used exclusively for the registration of new events.

MOUNTAIN BIKE CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM
For the Continental Confederations, a blank registration form, specifically for Mountain Bike Continental Championships, is available for download on this link. Registration deadline: June 1st.

The cross-country team relay (XCR) at continental championships awards UCI points towards the UCI Nations Ranking if more than 5 nations are competing (Articles 4.11.005 & 4.2.015).

The cross-country short track (XCC) and marathon (XCM) at Continental Championships awards UCI points as per the point table (Article 4.11.007). The cross-country eliminator (XCE) continental championships, whilst considered as continental championships, will be awarded class 3 UCI points.

If you wish to register XCR, XCE, XCC or XCM races please indicate in the registration form.

MOUNTAIN BIKE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM
For the National Federations, a blank registration form, specifically for Mountain Bike National Championships, is available for download on this link. The date, the venue, the format and the categories of your national championships must be confirmed to the UCI via the National Championship registration form in order to obtain the UCI points.

The Mountain Bike National Championships mandatory date is mentioned in the major Mountain Bike events draft calendar.

The UCI can exceptionally grant a derogation from this date. A request must be sent to the UCI with the reason of the date change.

The Cross-country short track (XCC) and marathon (XCM) at National Championships awards UCI points as per the point table (Article 4.11.007).

Cross-country eliminator (XCE), Enduro (END) and Pump Track (PUM) national championships whilst considered as national championships will be awarded class 3 UCI points.
SPECIFICITIES FOR CYCLO-CROSS
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL CYCLO-CROSS CALENDAR

As per Articles 5.1.004 à 5.1.005:
International Cyclo-cross races are registered on the international calendar in accordance with the following classification:

- UCI World Championships (CM)
- UCI Cyclo-cross World Cup (CDM)
- UCI Masters World Championships (CMM)
- Continental Championships (CC)
- Class 1 events (C1)
- Class 2 events (C2)

MEN JUNIOR
It is mandatory to organise a Men Junior race at every Cyclo-cross event registered on the UCI Cyclo-cross international calendar. There is no minimum number of different nations requested for Men Junior races.

WOMEN JUNIOR
It is possible to organise a Women Junior race at every Cyclo-cross event registered on the UCI Cyclo-cross international calendar. There is no minimum number of different nations requested for Men Junior races.

The UCI points scale and the minimum prize money will be the same as for Men Junior.

The race duration will be the same as Men Junior, ie. “as close as possible to 40 minutes” (article 5.1.048).

The UCI points earned during Women Junior races will count for the Women Elite UCI Cyclo-cross individual ranking.
MEN UNDER 23

Separate races for Men U23 won’t be authorized during events registered on the UCI calendar, except for the following events:

- Series recognized by the UCI
- The National Championships
- The Continental Championships
- The UCI Cyclo-cross World Cups
- The UCI Cyclo-cross World Championships

For every other event of the UCI calendar, the Men Elite and Men Under 23 will start together.

WOMEN

It is mandatory to organise a Women race at every Cyclo-cross event registered on the UCI Cyclo-cross international calendar (the Class of the Women and Men events will be identical: Class 1 or Class 2).

NEW EVENT

A new event may only be given Class 2 status in its first year. A detailed technical guide for each new event must be presented to UCI during the calendar registration process. You can find the template of the technical guide by clicking on this link.

No Class 2 event may be held on the same day as a Class 1 event in the same country (for Europe) or in the same region (for USA).

CLASS 1 EVENT

The allocation of classes shall be carried out annually by the UCI management committee.

An event will only be given or maintained class 1 status if the previous season’s race does not present any major organisational issues and following the UCI’s approval. (Article 5.1.004)

No class 1 event may be held on the same day as a UCI cyclo-cross world cup event.

A class 1 event may be held on the day before or the day after a UCI cyclo-cross world cup event only with UCI’s previous approval. (Article 5.1.005)

A Class 1 event which would not respect the above mentioned will automatically get the Class 2 status for the next season. Exception for the events which were Class 1 in the preceding season and received the organisation of the National Championships during the current season.

As a reminder, during Class 1 events the double pit area is mandatory and must be equipped with boxes (Article 5.1.028).
SERIES

A written request must be done to the UCI for the organisation of a “Series” as per Article 1.2.026 of the UCI regulation. Furthermore, the following obligations must be respected:

- The Series must be organised or approved by their National Federation
- A cyclo-cross Series can count a maximum of eight rounds
- A maximum of two Series by National Federation will be accepted

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
FOR UCI CYCLO-CROSS WORLD CUP

A specific procedure is established by the UCI. Therefore, in case of interest in organising a round of the UCI Cyclo-cross World Cup, please request the information from the following e-mail address: offroad@uci.ch.

2022-2023 CYCLO-CROSS DRAFT CALENDAR

The draft calendar of the 2022-2023 Cyclo-cross season will be published before the 31 October 2021.
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR CYCLO-CROSS?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

The Financial Obligations of the 2022-2023 Cyclo-cross season will be published before the 31 October 2021.

CYCLO-CROSS REGISTRATION FORMS

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION

The National Federations have a blank registration form for all new international competitions to provide to their organisers, is available for download under this link.

CYCLO-CROSS CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM

For the Continental Confederations, a blank registration form, specific for Cyclo-cross continental championships, is available for download under this link.

Continental Championships mandatory date: 05-06 November 2022.

CYCLO-CROSS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM

For the National Federations, a blank registration form, specific for Cyclocross national championships, is available for download under this link.

The date, the venue and the categories of your national championships must be confirmed to the UCI via the national championship registration form in order to obtain the UCI points.

For the categories, make sure that each of them is a separate race, ie. different start or different race duration form other races.

If two or three of the categories junior, under 23 and elite compete in the same National Championships race, meaning same start time and same race distance:

- no separate results are made up for the grouped categories,
- UCI points are awarded according the elite points scale,
- in case of championships, only one title is awarded (for example, should an under 23 rider win the race, she shall be awarded the elite title).

The Cyclo-cross National Championships mandatory date is: 14-15 January 2023.

The UCI can exceptionally grant a derogation from this date for meteorological reasons.
SPECIFICITIES FOR BMX RACING
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE UCI INTERNATIONAL BMX RACING CALENDAR

CALENDAR

As stated in Article 6.1.100:
International BMX Racing events are registered on the UCI International BMX Racing Calendar in accordance with the following classification:

- Olympic Games (OG)
- World Championships (CM)
  - No other international BMX Racing event may be organised on the same dates as the World Championships. No Continental Championships, HC or C1 event may be organised on the weekend prior to the starting date of World Championships.
- BMX Racing World Cup (CDM)
  - No other international BMX Racing event may be organised on the same dates as a UCI BMX Racing World Cup event.
- Continental Championships (CC)
  - No other HC, C1 or CN on the same continent during the Continental Championships date may be organised.
  - Continental Championships are regulated in accordance with Part X of the UCI Regulations, “Continental Championships”. Additionally, the Continental Confederation shall provide the bid procedure to each country in enough time for the countries to submit bids to host the Continental Championships. The bid procedure shall be available, at least, in either English or French.
- International Competition Hors Class (HC)
  - No C1 or CN events may be organised on the same date as an HC event on the same continent.
  - Events registered on the UCI International BMX Racing Calendar for the first time (new organiser, new venue, or both) are not eligible for Class HC status.
  - The Continental Confederation must propose or otherwise approve all HC events to be held within the continent concerned.
  - A maximum of six HC events may be registered in any continent in each season.
  - In order to be awarded Class HC status, the event must have had sufficient numbers of riders entered in the Men Elite category in the season before the application for Class HC status such that at least semi-finals were held.
  - For avoidance of doubt, class HC events are open to licence holders of all nationalities.
- International Competition Class 1 (C1)
  - No CN events may be organised on the same date as the C1 event on the same continent.
  - There is no limitation on the number of C1 events that a National Federation may apply to hold.
- National Championships (CN)
  - National BMX Racing Championships must be run on the first weekend of July.
- Regional Games (RJ)

The UCI has the final and sole authority to allocate any event on the UCI International BMX Racing Calendar, and to resolve all disputes concerning date conflicts and event classifications for events registered on that calendar.
TECHNICAL GUIDE
A detailed technical guide for each event (CC, HC or C1) must be presented to UCI during the calendar registration process as per Article 1.2.009. Note that an event will not be registered on the UCI BMX Racing calendar and shall be considered not complete if we haven't received the technical guide of the event. A template of the technical guide is available by clicking on this link.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION FOR UCI BMX RACING WORLD CUP
A specific procedure is established by the UCI. Therefore, in case of interest in organising a leg of the UCI BMX Racing World Cup, please request the information from the following email address: offroad@uci.ch

DATES: MAJOR BMX EVENTS DRAFT CALENDAR
The UCI is working on the major BMX events pre-calendar and it will be published on the UCI website as soon as possible. The major BMX events pre-calendar must be respected in order to avoid any date clashes according to Article 6.1.100 of the UCI Regulations.

While the UCI makes every effort to respect the draft Major Events Calendar, UCI BMX Racing World Cup events may occasionally occupy other dates. In this case, the UCI will work with other organisers to find alternative dates.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR BMX?
All events registered on the international calendar must respect the UCI financial obligations (in particular calendar fee, prize money) approved by the UCI Management Committee and published on the UCI website. Please find a hyperlink to the BMX financial obligations showing the amounts of calendar fees and prize money.
BMX REGISTRATION FORMS

BMX INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION (C1 / HC)

The National Federations have a blank registration form for all C1 and HC competitions to provide to their organisers.

Class HC event applications must first be submitted to the continental confederation for approval. Continental Confederations will then forward approved applications to the UCI. Before accepting a Class HC calendar application, the UCI will verify that the event qualifies for Class HC status in accordance with the UCI Regulations.

EXISTING EVENTS IN 2021

For each of their events, the organiser will receive a pre-filled form in PDF with specific information about the event.

NEW EVENTS

For registration of new events, extra forms can be obtained from the National Federation. For the National Federations, a blank registration form, identical for all the C1 and HC events, is available for download on this link, to be used exclusively for the registration of new events.

BMX CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM

For the Continental Confederations, a blank registration form, specific for BMX Continental Championships, is available for download by clicking on this link.

Registration deadline: June 1st.

BMX NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM

For the National Federations, a blank registration form, specific for BMX National Championships, is available for download by clicking on this link.

The date and the venue of your BMX National Championships must be confirmed to the UCI via the BMX National Championships registration form in order to obtain UCI points.
SPECIFICITIES FOR BMX FREESTYLE PARK & FLATLAND
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
UCI INTERNATIONAL BMX FREESTYLE PARK
& FLATLAND CALENDAR

CALENDAR
As stated in Article 6bis.3.002 International BMX events are registered on the UCI International BMX Calendar in accordance with the following classification.

» UCI BMX Freestyle World Championships (CM):
no other Competition may be registered on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar on the same dates as the UCI BMX Freestyle World Championships.

» UCI BMX Freestyle World Cup (CDM):
no other Competition may be registered on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar on the same dates as any UCI BMX Freestyle World Cup.

» Continental Championships (CC):
only riders with the nationality of a country for the continent in question are permitted to enter that Continental Championships. No other C1 or CN Competition in the same continent may be registered on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar on the Continental Championships date for that continent.

» International BMX Freestyle Competition (C1):
every National Federation has the possibility to register one or more International BMX Freestyle Competitions on the UCI calendar within each calendar year.

» National Championships (CN):
every National Federation has the possibility to register a single National BMX Freestyle Championships on the UCI calendar within each calendar year.

Additionally, the Olympic Games (OG) and Youth Olympic Games (YOG) shall be included on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar for the Park specialty.

IN GENERAL
All event registered on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar shall hold, at least, the UCI Categories identified in article 6bis.2.002. Such events on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar shall comply with the UCI Regulations for the UCI Categories.

The UCI has the sole authority to allocate any Competition on the UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar.

The UCI BMX Freestyle International Calendar shall consist of the following types of Competitions:
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR UCI BMX FREESTYLE WORLD CUP

A specific procedure is established by the UCI. Therefore, in case of interest in organising a leg of the UCI BMX Freestyle World Cup, please request the information from the following email address: offroad@uci.ch

DATES: MAJOR BMX FREESTYLE EVENTS DRAFT CALENDAR

The UCI is working on the major BMX Freestyle events pre-calendar and it will be published on the UCI website as soon as possible. The major BMX Freestyle events pre-calendar must be respected in order to avoid any date clashes according to the UCI Regulations. While the UCI makes every effort to respect the draft Major Events Calendar, UCI BMX Freestyle World Cup events may occasionally occupy other dates. In this case, the UCI will work with other organizers to find alternative dates.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR BMX FREESTYLE?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

All event registered on the international calendar must respect the UCI financial obligations (in particular calendar fee) approved by the UCI Management Committee and published on the UCI website. Please find a hyperlink to the BMX Freestyle financial obligations showing the amounts of calendar fees and prize money.

BMX FREESTYLE REGISTRATION FORMS

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS (C1)

The National Federations have a blank registration form for all C1 competitions to provide to their organisers.

BMX FREESTYLE CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS REGISTRATION FORM

For the Continental Confederations, a blank registration form, specific for BMX Freestyle Continental Championships, is available for download by clicking on this link. Such forms must be submitted by the Continental Confederations. Registration deadline: June 1st.

BMX FREESTYLE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS REGISTRATION FORM

For the National Federations, a blank registration form, specific for BMX Freestyle National Championships, is available for download by clicking on this link.

The date and the venue of your BMX National Championships must be confirmed to the UCI via the BMX National Championships registration form in order to obtain UCI points.

The date and the venue of your BMX Freestyle National Championships must be confirmed to the UCI via the BMX Freestyle National Championships registration form in order to obtain UCI points.
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE UCI INTERNATIONAL TRIALS CALENDAR

As stated in Article 71.003:
International Trials events are registered on the international calendar in accordance with the following classification:

- **UCI Trials World Championships (CM)**
  No other Trials event (CDM, CC, C1, JMJ, CN, HC) may be organised on the weekend prior to or on the same dates as the UCI Trials World Championships.

- **UCI Trials World Cup (CDM)**
  No other Trials (CM, CC, CN, HC, C1, JMJ) may be organised on the same dates as the UCI Trials World Cup.

- **Continental Championships (CC)**
  No other Trials event (C1, HC, JMJ, CN) may be organised on the same continent during the Continental Championships.

- **International event (HC)**
  No other Trials event (CM, CDM, CC) may be organised on the same dates as the HC international event. However, the UCI may grant derogations, at its sole discretion, provided that the two races in question do not take place in the same country.

- **International event (C1)**
  No other Trials event (CM, CDM, CC) may be organised on the same dates as the C1 international event. However, the UCI may grant derogations, at its sole discretion, provided that the two races in question do not take place in the same country.

- **World Youth Games (JMJ)**
  No other Trials event (CM, CDM, CC, CN) may be organised on the same dates as the Trials World Youth Games.

- **National Championships (CN)**
  Further, CN are mandatory dates as per art. 1.2.029. No other Trials event (CM, CDM) may be organized on the same dates as the national championships.
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR UCI TRIALS

WORLD CUP

A specific procedure is established by the UCI. Therefore, in case of interest in organising a leg of the UCI Trials World Cup, please request the information from the following email address: offroad@uci.ch

DATES: MAJOR TRIALS EVENTS DRAFT CALENDAR

The major Trials events draft calendar must be respected in order to avoid any date clashes according to Article 71.003 of the UCI Regulations.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR TRIALS?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

All events registered on the international calendar must respect the UCI financial obligations (in particular calendar fee, prize money) approved by the UCI Management Committee and published on the UCI website. Please find a hyperlink to the trials financial obligations showing the amounts of calendar fees and prize money.
TRIALS REGISTRATION FORMS

TRIALS INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS (HC AND C1)

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS (HC + C1)

The National Federations have a blank registration form for all HC/C1 competitions to provide to their organisers.

ORGANISATION GUIDE

To help in the organisation of an event on the international calendar, we developed a guide which covers all essential aspects of designing, organising and promoting events. You can find the organisation guide on the following link: organisation guide.

TECHNICAL GUIDE

A detailed technical guide for each event must be presented to UCI during the calendar registration process as per Article 1.2.009. Note that an event will not be registered on the UCI Trials calendar and shall be considered not complete if we haven’t received the technical guide of the event. You can find the technical guide by clicking on the following link: Technical Guide.

Also a detailed guide has drawn up to assist the organisers of these events, by providing information of the guidelines on the event setup, design and building of the sections: UCI Trials Event Setup & Section Building Guide.

TRIALS CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM

For the Continental Confederations, a blank registration form, specifically for Trials continental championships, is available for download by clicking on this link.

Registration deadline: June 1st.

TRIALS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

REGISTRATION FORM

For the National Federations, a blank registration form, specifically for Trials National Championships, is available for download by clicking on this link.

The date and the venue of your Trials National Championships must be confirmed to the UCI via the Trials National Championships registration form in order to obtain UCI points.
SPECIFICITIES FOR INDOOR CYCLING
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE UCI INTERNATIONAL CYCLE-BALL AND ARTISTIC CYCLING CALENDAR

The National Federations must fill out the appropriate form and submit the dates of the National Championships - CN, international competitions, Continental Championships - CC and any other A and B events and the UCI Cycle-ball and UCI Artistic Cycling World Cup events.

The 2022 pre calendar including all UCI events is available [here](#).

All forms must be submitted, before 31st July 2021, to: indoor@uci.ch

The forms which are not submitted by the deadline or are incomplete may not be registered.

We draw your attention to the fact that if your event is not included on the UCI calendar, athletes taking part in it will not be granted any UCI points.

RESULTS MANAGEMENT

As a reminder, since 1 January 2017, the results and rankings are managed via the UCI DataRide platform. The information related to the transmission of results are available in the UCI National Federations Extranet.

Note: The results management process being very different from the previous one, please follow carefully the procedure in place.

Any questions related to the upload of results in the UCI DataRide platform can be sent to: indoor@uci.ch
INDOOR CYCLING REGISTRATION FORMS

EXISTING EVENTS IN 2020
The organiser receives for each of their events a pre-filled form in PDF with specific information about the event as it appears on the draft calendar.

NEW EVENTS
A blank registration form, identical for all the Indoor Cycling events, is available for download by clicking on this link. To be used exclusively for the registration of new events.

DEADLINES
Please respect the indicated deadlines set for the organisers and National Federations.

The UCI does not commit to register forms sent too late or incomplete.

Only digital forms will be accepted.

UCI ARTISTIC CYCLING WORLD CUP

The draft calendar of the Series, submitted to a specific procedure, will be communicated subsequently. The dates of the UCI Artistic Cycling World Cup are protected. Consequently, neither a Class A or B event nor a National or Continental event may be organised on the same day as a UCI Artistic Cycling World Cup event.

In case of interest for this Series, any additional information can be required by contacting the UCI: indoor@uci.ch

UCI CYCLE-BALL WORLD CUP

For the potential organisers of UCI Cycle Ball World Cup competitions, we kindly ask you to send your request to: indoor@uci.ch
We will then inform you of the procedure to follow.

The dates of the UCI Cycle-ball World Cup are protected. Consequently, neither a Class A or B event nor a National or Continental event may be organised on the same day as a UCI Cycle-ball World Cup event. The draft calendar of the Series, submitted to a specific procedure, will be communicated subsequently.
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE FOR UCI CALENDARS
SPECIFICITIES DISCIPLINE BY DISCIPLINE

PARA-CYCLING

SPECIFICITIES FOR PARA-CYCLING
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE UCI INTERNATIONAL PARA-CYCLING CALENDAR

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR PARA-CYCLING?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS
Please find a hyperlink to the Para-cycling financial obligations for next year with the amounts regarding calendar fees.

PARA-CYCLING REGISTRATION FORMS

EXISTING EVENTS IN 2021
For each of their events, the organiser receives a pre-filled form in PDF with specific information about the event.

NEW EVENTS
For registration of new events, extra forms can be obtained from the National Federation.

For the National Federations, a blank registration form, for Para-cycling road and Track events, is available for download by clicking on this link. To be used exclusively for the registration of new events.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR UCI PARA-CYCLING ROAD WORLD CUP

In case of interest for the organisation of one leg of the UCI Para-cycling World Cup (road), please ask the procedure through the following e-mail address: track-para@uci.ch
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE UCI INTERNATIONAL CYCLING FOR ALL CALENDAR

The Cycling for All calendar includes Road and Mountain Bike Masters events registered by the National Federations. All forms must be submitted before 31st July 2021 to: massevents@uci.ch

Forms which are not submitted within the deadline may not be registered.

The events of the UCI Gran Fondo World Series have a separate and proper registration procedure.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR CYCLING FOR ALL?

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS

Please find a hyperlink to the Cycling for All financial obligations for next year with the amounts regarding calendar fees.

REGISTRATION FORMS CYCLING FOR ALL

Each form must include only one race, even if several races are open to different categories and take place on the same day and at the same venue.

EXISTING EVENTS IN 2021

For each of their events the organiser receives a pre-filled form in PDF with specific information about the event.

NEW EVENTS

For the registration of new events, additional blank registration forms can be obtained from the National Federation.

For the National Federations, a blank registration form, identical for all the cycling for all events, is available for download by clicking on this link. To be used exclusively for the registration of new events.
UCI CONTACTS

For further information and to return registration forms for all the disciplines, please use the following addresses:

Road: road@uci.ch
Track & Para-cycling: track-para@uci.ch
Mountain Bike, Cyclo-cross, BMX, BMX Freestyle & Trials: offroad@uci.ch
Indoor Cycling: indoor@uci.ch
Cycling for All: massevents@uci.ch